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1 Introduction

The field of automatic web genre identification is still in its infancy as an estab
lished research area.1 Current approaches are primarily characterised by a certain
heterogeneity. They usually work on a collection of web documents compiled
by the researchers themselves. A category set is constructed and applied, so that
all documents are tagged with one or more genres contained in the category set.
Finally, genre categorisation experiments are carried out.

Due to the success of widely used collections such as Reuters21578 or the
Enron mail corpus it is obvious that there are severe problems inherent to this ap
proach and that a reference corpus and a shared category set are needed. Currently
there is no such genre benchmark corpus against which to measure results. Only
a common dataset can enable researchers to compare and to evaluate their systems
and to discuss interoperability issues. Moreover, a reference corpus could prevent
people to invest large amounts of time and money to come up with (isolated)
solutions to the complex tasks of building a corpus and a suitable category set.

1This joint paper is the result of a discussion the authors had at the workshop “Towards Genre
Enabled Search Engines: The Impact of NLP”, held, in conjunction with RANLP 2007, on Septem
ber 30, 2007 (Rehm and Santini, 2007).



Section 2 gives an overview of web genre identification. Section 3 looks at the
most important prerequisites for a reference corpus. These are collections of web
documents, shared sets of categories, and tools for the annotation of the collection
with specific categories so that a gold standard benchmark can be built.

2 Automatic Web Genre Identification: A Short Overview

While keywords express the topic of a text, genre expresses its type. Keywords can
be ambiguous, even misleading – this is why keywordbased searches frequently
return irrelevant results. The concept of genre helps to distinguish different types
of texts, e. g., academic paper, manual, editorial, and blog. These genres show
characteristics that are – mostly – topicindependent. In an IR system, genre and
topic should be, ideally, used together to increase its accuracy, so that queries such
as “academic papers about global warming” could filter out texts of other genres.

Preliminary results in genreenabled IR were reported by Karlgren et al. (1998).
Xu et al. (2007), Yeung et al. (2007) and nearly all other approaches since the sem
inal papers by Karlgren and Cutting (1994) and Kessler et al. (1997) suffer from
the same shortcomings: genre category sets are built according to subjective crite
ria for corpus composition, genre annotation, and genre granularity. The field is
characterised by smallscale, selfcontained, and corpusdependent experiments.

3 Towards a Reference Corpus of Web Genres

There are three prerequisites for a reference corpus: we need a shared category set
that the majority of researchers in this field agree upon (section 3.1), a document
collection (section 3.2), and an annotation and processing tool (section 3.3).

3.1 Prerequisite I: A Shared Category Set

Before we can construct a reference corpus of web genres, the majority of the re
searchers have to agree upon one or more shared category sets, because different
category sets make comparisons and evaluations impossible (see table 1). Most
category sets do not contain proper genres or web genres but categories that are
topical or functional in nature (again, see table 1); in other words, most cate
gory sets are not based on the established terms, concepts, and distinctions used
in textlinguistics and genre theory, but they contain categories that have been
created in an ad hoc fashion (e. g., discussion, simple tables/lists, person, resources,
nothing, pornographic, childrens’, content delivery, informative). Another problem
is that most approaches assume that web genres can be categorised on the “page”
or “document” level. In addition to the assignment of genre categories to single
HTML documents, genres also work on an intradocument level because a sin
gle document can contain instances of multiple genres (e. g., contact information,
list of publications, C. V., see Rehm, 2002, 2007, Mehler et al., 2007). Further
more, we need a second category set for the web genre modules that occur on



Meyer zu Eissen and
Stein (2004)

Help; Article; Discussion; Shop; Portrayal (nonprivate); Portrayal (private); Link
Collection; Download

Lim et al. (2005) Personal homepages; Public homepages; Commercial homepages; Bulletin collec
tions; Link collections; Image collections; Simple tables/lists; Input pages; Journal
istic materials; Research reports; Official materials; Informative materials; FAQs;
Discussions; Product specifications; Others

Stubbe et al. (2007) Journalism (Commentary; Review; Portrait; Marginal Note; Interview; News; Fea
ture Story; Reportage); Literature (Poem; Prose; Drama); Information (Science Re
port; Explanation; Recipe; FAQ; Lexicon; Word List; Bilingual Dictionary; Presen
tation; Statistics; Code); Documentation (Law; Official Report; Protocol); Directory
(Person; Catalog; Resources; Timeline); Communcation (Mail/Talk; Forum; Blog;
Form); Nothing

Vidulin et al. (2007) Pornographic; Blog; Childrens’; Commercial/Promotional; Community; Content
Delivery; Entertainment; Error Message; FAQ; Gateway; Index; Informative; Jour
nalistic; Official; Personal; Poetry; Prose Fiction; Scientific; Shopping; User Input

Braslavski (2007) Official, academic, journalistic, literary, and everyday communication style

Table 1: Several recent category sets

the intradocument level, and even a third category set, because web genres can be
instantiated on the level of whole websites Mehler and Gleim (2006). Ideally, con
ventionalised connections between these levels should also be represented within
the category sets (for example, that conference website contains a call for papers).

3.2 Prerequisite II: A Reference Collection of Documents

We plan to build the corpus in two stages: first, we will apply the category sets to
existing collections as a proof of concept, then we will use a web crawler to gather
a more recent set of documents. Among the collections that we plan to pro
cess initially are English (Santini, 2007), German (Mehler et al., 2007), Russian
(Braslavski, 2007), and Italian corpora (Tavosanis, 2007). For the final version we
plan the inclusion of functions for a monitor corpus so that we can observe and
take into account how documents change over time.

3.3 Prerequisite III: Tools

A reference set of genre categories requires tools that operate on various levels of
web documents. HyGraph is a system for the construction, storage, management,
and retrieval of large corpora of web documents (Gleim et al., 2007). It includes a
crawler, a website segmenter (for mapping web pages onto XMLrepresentations of
their DOM and link structure), and a viewer as a graphical interface for rapid web
site skimming (Mehler and Gleim, 2006). HyGraph also contains a tool which
allows the annotation of DOM subtrees as well as pages and whole websites as
units of analysis. Using this dynamic categorisation tool, annotators can build and
maintain their tagsets during the process of annotation – a very important feature



Figure 1: HyGraph’s categorisation function

for our overall goal (see figure 1). Further, HyGraph integrates machine learning
methods (including structure learning based on hyperlinks) and also maps to stan
dard ML formats (including Weka, SVMLight, LibSVM). We plan to build the
corpus using HyGraph.

4 Scope of this Contribution

Should this submission be accepted for LREC 2008, our final paper will include a
motivation for the need of a reference corpus of web genres. We will emphasise the
aspect of shared category sets and will analyse some sets used in research papers to
show their commonalities and differences. Based on these results, previous work
(e. g., Rehm, 2007), related approaches (Rosso, 2005) as well as bestpractices in
textlinguistics (Heinemann and Heinemann, 2002), we will suggest at least three
shared category sets, agreed upon by all authors, that can be used for the construc
tion of a reference corpus. Furthermore, we will provide an initial version of a web
genre corpus that integrates several collections used for this purpose and that will
be annotated using the shared category sets. The annotation will be carried out
by as diverse a group of web users as possible so that real users (in contrast to the
researchers themselves) construct this part of the resource; intercoder reliability
should be taken into account. We will show how the existing collections are pro
cessed by HyGraph to build a multilingual and multipurpose resource for both
web genre identification experiments and corpuslinguistic analyses.
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